With our attention to Choreographies of Assembly, we con sider what brings bodies together in public spaces, which bodies gather, and what unifying gestures give shape to various social cho reographies-or social movements. Our issue title, borrowed from sociologist Paolo Gerbaudo, signals our interest in the deployment of 'choreography' as an organizing principle across disciplines in recent years. It is worth noting that Gerbaudo's investment in 'choreography' has less to do with the moves performed by gath ered bodies and more to do with the structures of power and affect that shape the gathering. Attending to the digital communications that so often precede and enable contemporary protests-tweets, texts, and Facebook 'likes' and event invites-Gerbaudo insists that the seemingly horizontal and leaderless impulses to come to gether are actually carefully choreographed by "reluctant leaders or 'anti-leaders'" (13) who curate the circulation of images and slogans, and who design and promote events for the official Facebook pages of given movements. The "scene-setting and scripting work" accomplished through these platforms-achieved, in part, by the social and emotional currencies embedded in various social media structures-enables a form of "soft leadership" (13) that Gerbaudo insists is conjured by the term 'choreography.' This dif fuse, invisible leadership is, for Gerbaudo, so emblematic of the act of choreography that he goes on to condense this idea into another phrase, "choreographic leadership" (43). While we find much value in Gerbaudo's formulation, particularly in his atten tion to the potential of digital assemblies to innovate "new forms of proximity and face-to-face interaction" (13), we want to push past this easy alignment of the choreographic with one particular version of leadership and public engagement.
For it is precisely the complex relationship between chore ography and power that emerges in this issue-attention to the curation and cultivation of gestures that carry particular affective and political force within and beyond choreographic assemblag es. In these pages, we find numerous different understandings of choreography at work. On one hand, choreography emerges as a conscious and intentional practice that relies on the act of showing up (together) at a particular place and time to try on and try out a series of physical movements and gestures. Often, at least within the Western theatrical tradition bequeathed to us with the legacy of settler-colonialism in Canada, this version of choreography is bound together with ideas of solo authorship: a choreographer (singular) sets movement on dancing bodies. But even within this understanding, which we can think of as the simplest stage-based formulation, the power structures that underpin choreographic practice have been opening for decades-as dance scholar Susan Leigh Foster insists. She attends to a trending impulse toward co creation and collaboration within dance making since the midsixties, and positions the contemporary choreographer as a "facili tator" rather than solo creator (Foster, Choreographing 66) .
In these explorations of the choreographies of assembly crowding Canadian public spaces, we forward an expansive understanding of choreography-one that moves alongside, but also beyond, a series of movements orchestrated by a professional choreographer. Instead we encounter the distribution of choreo graphic impulses across a wider group of bodies in performance events-from audience members, who are invited by artists in this issue, such as Noémie Lafrance, to build collective movement through their participation in game-based experiments, to morethan-human participants like buildings, birds, and bitumen, which shape the ways that humans assemble in and perceive their environments (here discussed by Elan Marchinko, Gabriel Levine, and Brynn McNab, respectively).
Another type of choreography at work in this issue develops from a lineage of thought that runs through cultural geography. Michel de Certeau's influential writing on critical spatial practice is a resonant subtext, as our contributors look closely at "the tech niques of sociocultural production" (xiv) that shape inhabitations of, and movements through, public spaces. Many echo de Cer teau's focus on the figure of the walker whose footsteps and daily routes unconsciously actualize the dominant spatial order-a cho reography produced by structures of power, designating who can access certain spaces, where the border is drawn between public and private, where bodies are permitted to assemble, and so on. At the same time, the walker, in their enactment of this externally constituted score, allows new physical and spatial possibilities to emerge. The walker, de Certeau reminds us, "also moves [those possibilities] about and he invents others, since the crossing, drift ing away, or improvisation of walking privilege, transform, or abandon spatial elements" (98). Implicitly connecting walking to the operations of performativity (and especially to dissident mis fires), he writes: "Walking affirms, suspects, tries out, transgresses, respects, etc. the trajectories it 'speaks'" (99). Numerous authors in this issue take up this line of thinking by exploring collective acts of rerouting, realigning, repeating, reversing, and recompos ing of daily movement practices-creative tactics that produce alternative relationships to social and built environments. These spatial detours range from Alana Gerecke and Justine Chambers's "Moving Together, 22 Ways," which proposes speculative chore ographies that reframe encounters with everyday urban sites, to Mary Elizabeth Luka's curated drifts that unearth Halifax's bur ied colonial histories, to Lindsay Eales and Danielle Peers's "crip ping and maddening" of the "normate" movement pathways that guide international travel, to Jacqueline Taucar's exploration of the transgressive slowing down of motion by Caribbean Carnival, as parading bodies halt the relentless speed of late capitalism on Toronto's Lakeshore.
For it is precisely the complex relationship between choreography and power that emerges in this issueattention to the curation or cultivation of gestures that carry particular affective and political force within and beyond choreographic assemblages.
A third approach to choreography in the issue engages with Judith Butler's recent advancement of a "performative theory of assembly," with its focus on those mass gatherings, protests, and demonstrations that have become more globally visible in recent years as a form of resistance against state power and conditions of precarity (1). Butler's approach resonates with the cultural geog raphy strain of choreographic analysis-especially in its concern with performative practices that disrupt habitual ways of mov ing through space. Going beyond de Certeau-a theorist who sometimes gets lost in the dissident-yet-inadvertent poetry of an individual's footsteps-Butler insists on the power of intentional collective movement. She stresses the political potential of gath ering together multiple bodies, a coordinated act that "signifies in excess of what is said, and the mode of signification is a con certed bodily enactment" (8). Put differently, when bodies jointly take up public space, in contexts dependent upon their enforced invisibility and vulnerability, they physically assert their "right to appear"-quite apart from whatever linguistic slogans appear on political placards (Butler 24). As contributor Sunita Nigam points out in her reading of ATSA's activist project Cuisine ta ville, when refugees perform the role of host in a public square, and invite Montrealers to simply join them in eating soup, it begs the question of who has the right to appear in the city and call it 'home.' Moreover, for Butler, the force of that right to appear inheres in the "plural form of performativity" (8) that mass assemblies enact-that is, in both the embodiment of solidarity through col lectively orchestrated movement and in making physically and spatially palpable otherwise hidden social arrangements. Echoing Foster's insistence that "physical interference" in choreographies of protest "makes a crucial difference" (395), Butler writes: "So this movement or stillness, this parking of my body in the middle of another's action, is neither my act nor yours, but something that happens by virtue of the relation between us" (9). No doubt inspired by Butler's approach to assembly politics, our contribu tors thread together corporeal movement and larger social move ments-from Karyn Recollet's linkage of Indigenous round dance cyphers to glyphing futures in Idle No More, to Stefanie Miller's reading of casseroles (banging on pots and pans) as acoustic ac companiment in the Quebec student movement.
Our contributors' respective examinations of the precise choreographies of assembly, the individual gestures that unify collective movements, speak back to recent interdisciplinary ap plications of 'choreography' that stop short of actually treating choreographic content. A central intervention of this issue is a re turn of 'choreography' to its disciplinary specificity, even as we also embrace an expanded sense of the form. Here, our contributors attend closely to the specific movement vocabularies that make solidarity visually legible within public gatherings (fists raised, hands raised, or bodies prone). For, as dance scholar Anusha Ked har reminds us in her choreographic reading of global Black Lives Matter initiatives: "Protest, like performance, carefully chooses its stage and its repertoire of movements. All of this impacts the way audiences perceive the meaning of the protests." Our authors ground this claim: from Marchinko's attention to the weighted horizontality of dragging, to Rodney Diverlus's reading (via Ked har) of the physicalization of 'Hands up, Don't shoot' in Black Lives Matter Toronto rallies. Taking protest as only one of many forms of social choreography, we approach unifying gestures and comportments as, themselves, sites of meaning within a variety of enactments of kinaesthetic kinship. We follow Foster in asking choreographic questions of coordinated social movements, par ticularly concerning the gestural content of solidarity: "what do they share that allows them to move with one another?" ("Chore ographies" 397). And yet, as Foster and others insist, to imagine that the social significance of a given choreographic gesture can travel across bodies without also undergoing denotative permuta tions is to ignore crucial information about how movement means (Foster, . With this issue, we ask: how does a given gesture-which rises from, responds to, and insists on a temporary and contingent quality of unison-signify across dif ferently raced, classed, gendered, and abled bodies? And how can we write in a precise way about particular movement vocabularies and their spatial and social effects, specifically within the context of collective assembly?
These questions feel especially relevant in the wake of mass demonstrations that we have witnessed around the world over the last decade, which many political theorists see as beginning with the popular uprisings of the Arab Spring in 2010 and continu ing through to Occupy, Idle No More, Black Lives Matter, and #metoo-to name only a few of the vibrant movements that have come to stand in for this era of assembly. (This is a markedly dif ferent era, it is worth noting, from that which Foster theorizes in the epigraph that opens our piece, drawn from an influential article lamenting a general lack of public assembly in the US in 2003). Each distinct in its political goals, these movements and the mass choreographies that have morphologically brought them into public consciousness are similarly shaped by the growth of social media-a platform for gathering dissenting voices, circulat ing stirring group images and affects, and collectively mobilizing otherwise dispersed subjects. They are, as Zizi Papacharissi con tends, expressions of emerging "structures of feeling" that "con nect (or divide) differentiated classes of people" (116). It is not surprising, therefore, that mass demonstrations such as the 2017 Women's March on Washington, with its expression of feminist outrage by over seven million participants worldwide, reperform the anti-austerity, anti-racist, and anti-colonial gestures of other recent movements, linking diverse feelings and experiences of so cial injustice. And the sense of urgency around these at once transient and persistent forms has seemed only to grow as we prepared this issue for publication. At the time of this writing, just across the border, thousands of young people are marching for their lives, protesting gun control laws in the US. Closer to home, CUPE 3903 mem bers at York University remain on the picket lines after months of strike action, committing to a set of repetitive micro-movements (walking in circles) that have engaged with a wider public conver sation about precarious labour and the neoliberalization of higher education. Collective actions, in this sense, have crucial reso nances across space and time. The York strike is choreographically accompanied by the concurrent rotating strike over pensions at sixty-five UK universities and strikes rippling through the educa tion sector in the US (with walkouts at Columbia University, pub lic schools in Oklahoma and Kentucky, and more). These strikes, in turn, are ghosted by earlier actions such as the 2012 Quebec student protests; the red squares that became a symbol for refus ing tuition fee hikes in Quebec often appear at the York picket, pinned to the clothing of striking workers. So too, the Printemps érable (Maple Spring) took its inspiration from the Arab Spring; as Miller traces in her article here, the banging on pots and pans (cas seroles) that came to define the Quebec student protests is ghosted by the cacerolazo demonstrations in several Latin American coun tries. The Women's March on Washington drags the March on Washington Movement of the 1940s, which opposed racial and economic discrimination against African-Americans and called for the desegregation of the armed forces; it also drags later civil rights demonstrations-in particular, the 1963 'March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom' at which Martin Luther King delivered his famous 'I Have a Dream' speech. Further, as Karyn Recol let shows, the round dances of the present communicate as mov ing glyphs with Indigenous subjects of the future. The issue puts into tension the "[trans]temporal drag" (Freeman 62 ) that is an essential facet of public assembly and the hyper-temporality and discrete 'eventness' of mass gatherings; consider, for instance, flash mobs and other pop-ups that spontaneously emerge and radically interrupt the flow of everyday life.
If this issue attends to "the choreographic afterlives" of as sembly (as Miller puts it), it also attempts to account for their trans-spatial impact. For participants in actions like the Women's March, the experience of affective belonging and political impact is multiplied by the sense of marching not only with the immedi ately adjacent crowd, but with the hundreds (of thousands) in cit ies worldwide-an expansive choreography that we have tried to
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The issue puts into tension the "[trans]temporal drag" (Freeman 62) that is an essential facet of public assembly and the hyper-temporality and discrete 'eventness' of mass gatherings; consider, for instance, flash mobs and other popups that spontaneously emerge and radically interrupt the flow of everyday life.
recreate through our collage of march photos from different sites in Canada and beyond. Taken together, these images, in their vi sualization of endless marching bodies, epitomize what Andrew V. Uroskie calls "the spatial rhetoric of mass representation" that operates in large-scale forms of public dissent (307). His insights about demonstrations against the Bush administration in the US resonate strongly here. "For tens of thousands," he argues, "the desire to be 'seen, heard, and counted' was much more than an articulation of disagreement with state policy; it was a primary instance of subjectification-a rare moment of collective disiden tification from the world-as-presented through the often totalizing lens of the mass media" (308).
We are also interested in how less overtly political gatherings of bodies and things function socially and spatially. What can we learn from the crowds at Nuit Blanche events across the coun try (described in Jenn Goodwin's score), in Montreal's Quartier des spectacles (Eleonora Diamanti's examination of the rhythms of the night), in community-based processions like Shadowland Theatre's Fire Parade and Toronto Caribbean Carnival's Grand Pa rade (discussed by Levine and Taucar)? Assembly in these cases interpolates bodies-sometimes formally through colour-coor dinated costuming or holding of particular shapes-into larger placemaking projects that reinforce certain shared understandings of culture and environment. Simultaneously, placemaking is held in check by both overt and subtle forms of 'place-hacking'-a term Shana MacDonald uses to describe the way that pop-ups can defamiliarize hegemonic habits of perceiving everyday spaces. Indeed, practices of assembly often bring into focus trans-species assemblages-the complex interaction of human and more-than human "actants" that are routinely overlooked. For McNab, this means thinking about how pipelines, oil, and water operate in a choreographic network, scripting scenes of protest; for Levine and Recollet, this means remembering how, within Indigenous prac tices, the land and animals are always marching and dancing with their human counterparts.
In this issue, we bring together a collection of artists and scholars to resituate critical and aesthetic dialogues about moving together in public spaces in a consideration of orientation, forma tion, and circulation. The contributions here form constellations around the paired ideas of assembly and choreography, which we have clustered according to the arrangements of collective move ment each instance of choreography enacts. Beginning with fram ing considerations of the 'right to appear' in our Spatial Politics of Assembly section, we move with and against the habitual Every day Choreographies that constitute public spaces. In direct con tradiction to these subtle choreographies, we shift our focus to the loud, insistent, and intentional "Choreographies of Protest" (to borrow Foster's formulation) that have populated global streets and squares in the past decade, before turning our attention to explorations of how festivals and performances reimagine and pro duce new models of circulation in our final section, Art, Festival, and Assembly.
Indeed, practices of assembly often bring into focus trans-species assemblages-the complex interaction of human and more-than-human "actants" that are routinely overlooked.
Choreographic scores are threaded throughout the issue, dir ectly engaging with artists who take collective movement as cen tral to their performance practice. Glyphs, graphics, artifacts, and meta-choreographies-these scores are invitations to think and unthink habits of moving through space alongside one another. Supplementing the print issue, we also curate a rich online feature: a set of PechaKucha slideshows that document and theorize the gathering of bodies in public spaces instigated by pop-up culture. Here, our contributors examine what is at stake in pop-up cul ture's imperative to gather together in public spaces in the context of an event that is structured by the anticipation of its own end.
Throughout this issue, we mobilize these questions: what are the 'choreopolitics' of assembly?
1 Who is the 'we' that assembles, and how is that we physically constituted through performance? How do mass gatherings in public space, both in theatrical and para-theatrical contexts, give form to geopolitical relations? To what extent are these gatherings manifestations of, and reactions to, contemporary neoliberal capitalism and settler-colonialism? At the same time, how are they ghosted by histories of public as sembly in Canada and beyond? We have no easy answers to these questions, but tackling them now seems vital as we see the re newed commitment to mass protest on the left eerily emerging alongside an alarming rise of reactionary xenophobic nationalism on the populist right. While the latter group may not form the core audience for this issue it would, nevertheless, seem to be just as invested in the affective potential of mass gatherings to assert the "right to appear" and to enact anti-establishment politics. Pre cisely because mass assembly cannot easily be romanticized as the site of a left progressive utopia, and because the moves performed by specific bodies in a specific place and time articulate contin gently and often ambivalently, it is crucial that we attend more closely to the formal arrangements that shape instances of assem bly. This mode of attention brings into focus the disparate social and political effects choreographies produce-as well as who and what is being physically coordinated.
Note
